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Summary

Skills

Innovative team player with passion for continuous learning and solid background in Object-Oriented programming.

Stacks

Good eye for designs, sound knowledge of JavaScript, PHP and Java with 5 years of proven track record.

JavaScript, Java, PHP, Dart

Work experience
Senior Backend Developer
PactGo

Frameworks

2018-11 to Date
New York (remote)

Pioneer architecture design for both mobile and web platforms.
Implemented user customizable modules that made it easy for doctors to document and follow patients progress
Implemented new payment API for mobile App.
Created bitbucket pipeline for better version control
Developed test automation tools that reduced testing time by 55 percent.

Lead Full Stack Developer
Gibadi

2015-09 to Date
Lagos

Responsible to establish all possible options for designing and deriving the best solutions based on sound analytical
judgment
Research new technologies that push the boundaries and capabilities of design and provide insight on applying these to
the development of software
Accountable for optimization-focused design to ensure that all code is written with high availability and high-impact;
Accountable for efficiency-focused design that serves to ensure that all code is highly reusable and modular.
Design push and pull data interfaces using the latest web and data sharing technologies integrated to a multitude of third
party providers.
Create intuitive, logical and dynamic user interfaces with HTML, DHTML, JavaScript (JQuery and AJAX), PHP.
Troubleshoot, test and maintain the core product software and databases to ensure strong optimization and functionality.

Programs and Applications Developer
SB Telecomms and Devices

2014-11 to 2015-06
Lagos

Develop software system testing procedures, programming and documentation
Created a new and innovative integrated content management system
Design, develop, troubleshoot, and analyze software applications
Customize software based on research and customer needs; provide the customer base with first level support
Coordinate and facilitate communications to investigate and resolve software matters of significance
Introduced new performance frameworks to the team and anchored the training section.
Act as technical lead on large projects involving particular software package(s)
Perform systems modeling, simulation, analysis, in addition to unit and integration tests

Assistant Director of Training / Facilitator
Weblink Computer Institute

2013-02 to 2013-10
Minna

Organising and making sure that class held at the appropriate time. I made sure our instructors were available and swap them
if necessary. As a developer, I was able to deploy an online examination system commonly referred to as computer base test.
This was to reduce the stress of setting examinations for our students and make it accessible easily both by the instructor and
the students.

Education
M.Sc. Statistics
University of Ibadan

Personal Information
Sex & Marital Status : Male & Single
Age & DOB: 29 years, 5th January 1990.
Nationality / Citizen : Nigerian
Passport No. & Expiry date : A07956473, 02/2022
Relocation: Willingness to relocate both Domestic and International

Software Testing
PHP Unit, Selenium, Jest, Mocha

Version Control
git, mercurial

Enterprise Applications Development
Java, Hibernate, Node, Graphql and Rest API

E-commerce Development
Magento, Woocommerce, Joomla

Mockups and Prototyping
Axure RP, Figma, Balsamiq, Wireframe.cc

DevOps
Azure Devops, Docker, AWS, Gitlab, Bitbucket

Microsoft Office Packages
MS Excel, MS Word, MS PowerPoint, MS Publisher

Web Development
JSON, PHP, HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, Material Design,
Boostrap, Servlet andJSP, AJAX, XML, JQUERY, NodeJS

Mobile Applications Development
Android SDK, Angular, Native Script, Flutter

Relational Database
2015 to 2017

Mongodb , Oracle and MySQL

Work Cultures

Major in Time Series Analysis

B.Sc. Statistics
Federal University of Agriculture

Angular 8, Node.js, Express.js, Flutter,
Codeigniter, Laravel, Spring for Java

2007 to 2011

Software Development Life Cycle, Agile Methods

Portfolio
https://tobilukan.com

Languages
English,
German(basic)

